
13.5 Bayes' Theorenn 

Consider that there are two bags I and 1. Bag I cotains 2 white and 3 red balls and 
Bag contatns 4 white and S red bals. One ball is dawn at randam from one of the 

bags. We can find the probability of selecting any of the bags (ie.or probability of 

arawing a ball of a parncular colour (say white) from a particular bag (say Bag I). In 

Xher words, we cn tind the probability that the ball drawn is of a particular colour. if 

we are giventhe bag trom which the ball is drawn.But. can we find the probability that 

ne bau dawn s trom a particular bag (say Bag 0.i the colourof the ball drawn is 

gvenHere. w have t ind the reverse probabilty o Bag to be seledad when an 
ent ored aner s Anown amoUs mathemaiCian, John Bayes soved the probiem 

nding reverse probabwlity by using condh tonal probability. 1he formula developed 
by him is known as buyes theorem which was published posthumously in 1763.

Betore stathng and proving the Bayes theorem, let us tirst take up a definition and 

some preliminary resul ts. 

13.5.1 Partition of a sample space 

A set of evens E,. E, .. E, is said to represent a partition of the sanple space S if 

(a) EE =0. f#j. i.j z 1,2. 3, .. n 
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b) E, uE,...UE,= S and 

(C) PRE)>0tor all i = 1. 2, -. ". 

In other words, the events , .Pepresent a partition of the sample space 

Sr they are pairwise disjoint, exhaistuve and have onzero probabil iDes. 
As an example, we see that any nonempry evet E and its complement E" fom a 

partition of the samplespaceS since they salisty EnE =o and EuE =S. 

From the Venn dagram in Fig 13.3, one can easily oberve that if Eand are any 
two events associated with a sample spaxe S, then the set En.EnE.EEnF 
is a partition of the sample space S. lt may be mentoned that the partithon ot a sample

space is not unique. There can be several partilions of the sane sample space. 

We shall now prove a theorem known as Theoren of total pmbubility. 



13.5.2 Theomm of total probability 

Let5. a parttion of the sample space S. and suppose that cach of the 

vensE.E, has nonzero probability of occurence. Let Abe any even associated 

with S. then 

P(A) = P(E,) P(AIE,) + RE) PMAIE) +.. + P(E,) MAIE) 

2 PE )P(AE, 
Proof Given that E,.EE is a partition of the sample space S(Fig 13.4). Therefore, 

S=E,UEUuE 
and E,E0.i #j. i.j= 1.2 -" 

Now, we know that tor any evCnt A, 

A=AN: 

AnE,uEU..UE) 
=(AnEJU (An E)U ..uIAnE) 

Also An E, and An E, are respectively the subsets of E, and E, We know that 

Eand E, are disjoint, for i *j. therefore, A n� andA nE, are also disjoint for all 

Fig 13.4 

J. ij= 1,2, ... . 
Thus P(A)= P I(AOE,) U(AnE.U(AnE)

=P(AnE)+P(AOE)*+ P(AnE 
Now, by multiplication ruk of probability, we have 

PLAnE)=PE) PAIE) as P(E) * 0vi = 1.2... " 
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Therefore. P(A)= PE) P (AE,) +P(E) P AIE). +P(E,)PMAIE, 

PMA) P(E,)P(AIE,) 
Eample 15 A person has undert aken a construction job. The probabilities are 0.65 

and 0 32 that the 
u 

e Cmpiereu 
on time if there 

ucton joo will De Compieted on tme it there sa 
strike. Determine the probability that the consNTctin job will be complcicd on ume. 

olton Let Abe the eent that the comstruction job will be completed on time. and B 

be the event that there will be a strike. We have to find P{A). 
we have 

P(B) = 0.65, Pno strike) = P(B') = I - P(B) = | -0.65 = 0.35 

PPAIB) = 0.32, PAIB) = 0.80 

Since events B and B' forma partition of the sample space S, the refore. by theorem 
om total probabilty, we have 

P(A) = PB) PRAIB) + P(B') MAIB) 

= 0.65 x032+0.35 x 0.8 

= 0.208 +0.28 = 0488 

Thus, the probability that the construction job will be completed in time is 0.488. 

We shall now state nnd orove the Raves' thecv 


